Formation of a novel reversible cytochrome P450 spectral intermediate: role of threonine 303 in P450 2E1 inactivation.
tert-Butyl acetylene (tBA) is a mechanism-based inactivator of cytochromes P450 2E1 and 2E1 T303A; however, the inactivation of the T303A mutant could be reversed by overnight dialysis. The inactivation of P450 2E1 T303A, but not the wild-type 2E1 enzyme, by tBA resulted in the formation of a novel reversible acetylene-iron spectral intermediate with an absorption maximum at 485 nm. The formation of this intermediate required oxygen and could be monitored spectrally with time. Although the alternate oxidants tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tBHP) and cumene hydroperoxide (CHP) supported the inactivation of wild-type P450 2E1 by tBA in a reductase- and NADPH-free system, only tBHP supported the inactivation of the 2E1 T303A mutant. The losses in enzymatic activity occurred concomitantly with losses in the native P450 heme, which were accompanied by the formation of tBA-adducted heme products. The inactivations supported by tBHP and CHP were completely irreversible with overnight dialysis. Spectral binding constants (K(s)) for the binding of tBA to the 2E1 P450s together with models of the enzymes with the acetylenic inactivator bound in the active site suggest that the T303A mutation results in increased hydrophobic interactions between tBA and nearby P450 residues, leading to a higher binding affinity for the acetylene compound in the mutant enzyme. Together, these data support a role for the highly conserved T303 residue in proton delivery to the active site of P450 2E1 and in the inactivation of the 2E1 P450s by small acetylenic compounds.